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Abstract
According to the literature data, the conversion of the ligno-cellulosic materials towards fodder yeasts involves first the use of

some selected microbial strains able to produce the enzymatic factors and then the optimal yeasts. The factors with influence on this
bioprocess are obviously the applied parameters but also the morphology of the studied microbial strains.

The optimal used parameters can be establish by analytical determinations, but the morphology must be observed by optical

microscopy, electron microscopy, X-ray photoelectron spectroscopy, infrared spectroscopy, contact angle, electrophoretic mobility

measurements or even by atomic force microscopy. Our studies were realized by electron microscopy on the some previously selected strains of filamentous fungi and yeasts.
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Abbreviations
AN-8: Abbreviation for a selected fungal strain of Aspergillus niger;
AN-3: Abbreviation for a selected fungal strain of Aspergillus niger;
CB- 909: Abbreviation for a selected strain of Candida robusta

Introduction

According to the literature data, the conversion of the ligno-

cellulosic materials towards fodder yeasts involves first the use

of some selected microbial strains able to produce the enzymatic
factors and then the optimal yeasts. The factors with influence on

this bioprocess are obviously the applied parameters but also the
morphology of the studied microbial strains.

The optimal used parameters can be establish by analytical

determinations, but the morphology must be observed by optical

microscopy, electron microscopy, X-ray photoelectron spectroscopy, infrared spectroscopy, contact angle, electrophoretic mobility
measurements or even by atomic force microscopy. [1-11,16].

As we can understand from these numerous literature referenc-

es, because of the small cell sizes, subcellular structures have long

been difficult to visualize using diffraction-limited light microscopy
[2].

Due to this situation, the microscopes with higher performances

were used during the last year, in order to probe intracellular and
extracellular structures with unprecedented resolutions, enabling

researchers to study their organization, dynamics and interactions
in individual cells, at the single-molecule level [2].

Moreover, we can find the most recent articles indicating the ad-

vantages of the electron microscopy [12-15,17].

All these verified documents can indicate that the scanning Elec-

tron Microscopes (SEMs) are used across a number of industrial,
commercial and research applications. From cutting edge fabrica-

tion processes to forensic applications, there’s a diverse range of
practical applications [17].
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Our researches were carried out on the different selected strain

of the filamentous fungi Aspergillus niger (know as a good produc-

er of the cellulase complex) preserved on a solid media and also

on some selected yeast strains used with good results in order to
obtain fodder yeast biomass.

The results obtained by analytical determinations concerning

the level of their products were coordinated with the morphological aspects observed by electron microscopy.

Materials and Methods

The studied fungal strains were preserved on a sterilized solid

media containing: boiled potatoes, dextrose and agar-agar (pH 7,1

- 7,2). The same fungal strains can be kept also on solid media containing malt extract and agar- agar or by a shacked liquid culture
based on soybean meal and ground corn cobs.

In order to establish the correlation between the morphological

Figure 1: The cellular ultrastructure in the case of ornamentation
at the fungal strain AN-8, observed by electron microscopy.

structure and the physiological functions, the electron microscope

was used on 3 different selected strains of Aspergillus niger, by ob-

serving the appeared differences between their cellular ornamen-

tations, such as: crests, thorns, etc. (differences between their size,
shape or number).

After the use of those fungal strains producing of an enzymatic

complex and performing the hydrolysis step, the process for obtaining the fodder yeasts was continued by the culture of different

yeast strains such as Candida arborea, Candida tropicalis, Candida
utilis, Candida robusta and Candida scotii. The yeast strains were

preserved on solid media containing: D-glucose, peptone and agar-

agar (pH 6,0) and the sample preparation was realized according
to the standardized procedures indicated for an electron microscope type Philips.

Results and Discussions

Figure 2: The cellular ultrastructure in the case of mold hyphae
from the fungal strain AN-3.

This paper presents 3 examples of photos realized by using the

electron microscope in order to discover some possible correlations between the fine morphological appearance of the applied

microbial strains and their obtained performance in the case of
conversion of the wood hydrolyzed wastes towards fodder yeasts.
This images are presented by the figure 1-3.

The indications obtained by using the electron microscopy

techniques have demonstrated that there are some morphological differences between the previously isolated microbial strains

(selected by cultures on solid or liquid media), for example the
presence of some crests, thorns (cellular ornamentation), the differences concerning the cell wall thickness, etc.

Figure 3: The cellular ultrastructure and the cell division in the
case of the yeast strain CB-909.
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Conclusion
•

•

•

This paper presents some aspects concerning the methods
which can be used for the selection of the best microbial
strains requested for the conversion of the cellulosic wastes
towards fodder yeasts.

The indications obtained by using the electron microscopy
techniques have demonstrated that there are some morphological differences between the previously isolated microbial
strains (selected by cultures on solid or liquid media), for example the presence of some crests, thorns (cellular ornamentation), the differences concerning the cell wall thickness, etc.

For monitoring the current evolution of this kind of processes,
the optimal methods are represented by the analytical determinations, whereas the electron microscopy looks to be a
quite expensive solution and asking additional specific work
conditions, usually difficult to obtain.
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